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Abstract 

In the nwderni::ation of' the farm sec/01: 
llll'clw11i::.atio11 u11£I the use o/tec/111ology IIWflff 

a lot. Hut, the .rncces., of/arm technology 
d(·11en,h on its di//itsion and odo11tion h1· 
tl1c/i11·111c·rs . lhis urliclc looks i11l0 the lc'l'cl 
o/tecl111olugy wlu11tion hr the/armers one/ 
,·xamin£'s th£' socio-c•cono111ic foe/ors that 
dclfflllill<' th£' categori::t1lio11 of/armers i1110 
di/Ji·rell/ lcl'els of' tec/111ology wio11t£'rs . The 
.,·tlllfl' re\leol.,· that technology gds cl!(/it.H'd 
mainly through 1wighho11rs, relatil•es, mu/ 
011i11ion leadC'rs (l ,ocolit£' ( '/w1111c'!s) . It also 
shm1 ·s tho! vuriahl<'.\' like ugc. ed11cu/ion, all(/ 
si::.<' of'/u11cllwlding arc sig11i/ica11!/\• (IS.\'Oci11lccl 
ii ·itl, the (l{/0111io11 o/lC'c/1110/ogr h_1· tll£'jitr111ffs. 
It ulso .,11ggesls tlwtjor t<'ch110l0;,!,_I' udofJlio11 
lo lw .,·11cn'.\'s/itl, ji11m,·rs 11111st he' I >ro/>C'rlv 
£'d!ll'lll<'d. Ul/(/li ·ug11u ·111111iu11 o/luncl sl,011/cl 
/)(' di,, ·11111·,1.t!. l'd 
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L 'TRODVCTJO,. 

I
ncreasing agriculture 
production while causing 
minimum or no environmental 
disturbances assumes greater 

importance. It has been proved that 
technology adoption by the farmers 
has the potential to play a significant 
role in revitalizing agriculture in a 
sustainable way. Nevertheless , 
technology adoption by the farmers 

is a herculean task as the farmers are 
generally averse to changes in the 
mode and method of production due 
to a number of factors. The present 
study intends to focus on the influence 
of socio-economic characteristics of 
farmers on the level of technology 
adoption. 

new things and practices among 
the users or intended entities. 
Diffusion often happens through 
different communication channels. 
Communication channels involve 
interpersonal channels (where face
to-face interaction between one or 
two persons leads to the diffusion of 
technology at different levels), mass 
media, and social media channels 
(which also play a significant role in 
the diffusion of innovation among 

CO ·cEPTlJAL FR.AME\ ORK 

Diffusion implies the spread of 
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the farme rs at large), localite channels (which refer to 
those which exist within the social system in which the 
farmers li ve in like neighbours, relatives, and opinion 
leaders) and cosmopolite channels (which include people 
and institutions outside the social system like the extension 
workers of agricultural departments, sales personnel of 
companies selling the new machines). 

Obviously, all farmers do not adopt technology at once. 
Therefore, it is important that agricultural extension 
workers identify those farmers who are likely to adopt it 
early and who lag behind. Picking up the 'early birds' in 
technology adoption is very crucial in farming as fa rmers 
are generally skeptica l about embracing new technologies. 
Adoption always follows a specia l pattern where it grows 
at a slower pace in the beginning and gains momentum 
later on. Therefore, starting up the adoption is said to be 
critica l in the adoption of farming technologies. Based 
on the readiness to adopt innovation, farmers could be 
classified as under: 

1. Early Adopters - Farmers who tend to adopt the 
technology much earlier than others, and therefore 
others look forward to thi s category with respect, 
and hence the early adopters are recognized as a 
' respectable category ' . It needs to be understood 
that normally early adopters are a few in number. 

2. Early Majority Adopters - Farmers who do not 
jump into adopting the technology as soon as it is 
introduced, but start adopting it after deliberation 
with the ir peer groups, and having observed the 
early adopters . Therefore, this category is often 
called ' deliberators'. 

3. The late Majority - The late majority adopts new 
ideas and technology at a later stage. They adopt it 
out of economjc necessity and pressure. They always 
doubt the new idea and the technology, and hence 
they are often ca lled ' Sceptical' . 

4. Laggards - Those who are the last to adopt new 
ideas or technology. They live with a traditional 
mmd ('Traditional ') and attempt to match everything 
with the past. When laggards take the decision to 
adopt something, it may have been superseded by 
a new idea. 

LITERAT RE ~ RVEY 

Farmers especially in the high land areas are generally 
averse to adoption . ln a study, Fujisaka narrates the 
possible six reasons for the poor adoption of technology by 
farmers of upland agriculture in Southeast Asia (Fujisaka, 
1994). On the question as to what determines the level 
of adoption of technology by farmers, country-specific 
studies have found that market access, private participation, 
di ssemination of information, membership in farmer groups 
and cooperatives, farmer training, and access to credi t 
have positively influenced technology adoption (Kumar, 
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et al. , 2020). Studies on digital farming have examined 
the problems involved in the kind of technologies to be 
adopted by the farmers rather than the farmer-centric factors 
that impede the adoption of farm technologies (Shang, 
Heckelei, Gerullis, Borner, & Rasch, 2021). Farmers having 
contact with the project technicians and extension officers 
of projects implementing farm technologies tend to adopt 
new technologies faster than others (Chitere, 1998). The 
farm and farmer household features like farm size, gender, 
and education have had a signifi cantly higher influence on 
the level of technology adoption (Ladebo, 1999; Franzel, 
Ndufa, J. K, Obonyo, C. 0, Bekele, T, & Coe, R, 2000) . 
Government policy also appeared to have a significant 
influence on the technology adoption by farmers (Sail, S, 
Norman, D, & Featherstone, A. M, 2000). The inclusion of 
fa rmers in the technology development process has had a 
considerably higher influence on the technology adoption 
by farmers (Sinclair, FL, 2001). Farmers' perceptions of 
the features of technology to be adopted also influence the 
adoption decisions (Hays, H. M & Raheja, A. K, 1977). 

013,J •, 'TIVE OF TH ~ 'T 0 

The present study intends to identify the communication 
channels of diffusion of agricultural technology among the 
farmers and to examine the influence of socio-economic 
variables on the adoption of technology by farmers. 

M THOD LOGY 
Employing a semi-structured interview schedule, we 

interviewed 120 farmers chosen through random sampling 
from the Kuttanad Taluk of Alappuzha District. The Chi
Square test of independence was used to understand the 
association between different variables in the study. 

A ALY. I 'A D DIS l S. 10 

Table I provides a description of the socio-economic 
characteri stics of farmer households under this study. 

TABLE l SOCIO ECONOMIC CHARACTERISTICS 
OF SAMPLE FARMER HOUSEHOLDS 
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O\\nership of 
Land Holding 

Size of Land 
Holding 

Income from 
other Sources 

General 

OBC 

OEC 

SC/ST 

Own land 

Land on Lease 

Small 

Medium 

Large 

Yes, do have 

No, don't have 

30.80 

32.50 

26.70 

10.00 

70.8 

29.2 

10.8 

50.8 

38.3 

59.2 

40.8 

SOL CFSOFlFC I O OC. Dff ,L~IO"i 

The study shows that most of the farmers (30. 3 per cent) 
consider locaLite channels Like neighbours, relatives and 
opinion Leaders as the main source of technology diffusion 
fo llowed by cosmopolite channel (like extension works 
and officer ), and ocial media (Figure o. l ). 

FIGURE l OURCE OF TE HNOLOGY 
DIFFU IO AMO G FARMER HOUSEHOLDS 

COSMOPOLITE CHANNELS 
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TECH. OLOGY ADOPTER CLASSIFICATIO 
OFF R IERS 

It is found that 25 per cent of the farmers are early 
adopters of technology whereas 16 per cent are laggers a 
they adopt technology at the last. It was further found that 
31 per cent of farmers become accustomed to technological 
change after consu ltation with other , and they are called 
'The Early majority ' (Figure o2). 

FIGURE 2 DIFFERE T TECHNOLOGY ADOPTER 
CATEGORIES OF FARMER HOU EHOLDS 
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Looking into the influence of age in determining the 
adopter category offarmer households, it is ob e1-ved that 
there i a significant association between age and adopter 
categories of farmer households. Among the younger, 
more are found to be adopting technology quicker than 
others, showing that age ha a significant influence on 
the level of technology adoption (Table o.2). But, it is 
intere ting to note in the case of gender-wise distribution 
that the P-value is .652, and hence, there is no sign ificant 
association between gender and the adopter category of 
farmer households (Table No3). 

I 

TABLE 2 AGE WISE DI TRIBUTIO OF ADOPTER 
CATEGORIES OF FARMER HOUSEHOLDS 

Adopter 
Categories 

The Early 
Adopters 

The Early 
Majority 

The Late 
Majority 

The Laggards 

Total 

36.67 

41.67 

21.67 

0.00 

100 

25. 

36.36 

20.45 

100 

P val ue is significant at .05 percent. 

6.25 

31.25 

62.50 

100 

TABLE 3 GENDER WISE DI TRIBUTION OF 
TECHNOLOGY ADOPTER CATEGORY OF 

FARMER HOUSEHOLDS 

Technology Adopter 
Categories 

The Early Adopters 

The Early Majorit)· 

The Late Majority 

The Laggards 

Total 

P value is .652 

26.60 

28.72 

29.79 

14.89 

■ 19.23 25.00 

38.46 30.83 

23.08 28.33 

19.23 15.83 

100.00 100.00 

Education is another variable that plays an important 
role in determining the adopter category of farmers. It 
is observed that 60 per cent of farmers with Plus Two 
education are ear ly adopters. The study has found a 
significant association between education and the level 
of technology adoption. 
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TABLE 4 EDUCATIO WI E DISTRIB TIO 
OF TECHNOLOGY ADOPTER CATEGORY OF 

FARMER HOUSEHOLDS 

P va lue i .00 

It i surprising to note that ownership of land does not 
have any significant association with the adopter category 
of farmer (Table o5). On the other hand the ize of 
land held by farmers is significantly associated with the 
adopter category of farmers. It is obser ed that 50 per 
cent of farmers with large holdings are early adopters of 
technical change (Table 06). 

TABLE 5 OWNER HIP OF LAND AND DIFFERENT 
ADOPTER CATEGORIE OF FARMER 

. \do111er Categories Lease 
-----

Thl' Earl) .\dopll'rs 27.06 20.00 

The Earl)· :\la_jorit) 35.29 20.00 

The Late \la_jority 27.06 31.43 

The Laggards 10.S9 28.S7 

Total 100.00 100.00 

P va lue is .055 

TABLE 6 IZE OF HOLDING AND DIFFERE T 
ADOPTER CATEGORY OF FARMER 

HOUSEHOLD 

P value is .000 

www.icmai.in 

50.00 

39.13 

8.70 

2.17 

100.00 

Adoption ahvays follows 
a special pattern where it 
grows at a slower pace in 
the beginning and gains 

mo111entu111 later on 

CO CI l'SIO 

The tudy has found that to bring about ustainable and 
productive change in the farm sector technology innovation 
i essential. But the level of technology adoption by the 
farmer depends on variables like their education level , 
size of farm holdings, owner hip of land, and age. ince 
education and ize of land holdings are ignificantly 
a sociated with the technology adoption by the farmers, it 
ca lls for making structural and fundamenta l changes among 
farmers through farms education and enhancing the size of 
land suitable to the application of farm technologies. 
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